Leki Tech opens Fort Lauderdale repair
facility
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The newly opened Leki Tech London, UK, facility
Leki Aviation has announced the expansion of Leki Tech, part of the Leki Group of Companies, with a
new state-of-the-art repair facility in Fort Lauderdale, FL.
In addition to their recently opened, new large repair facility just outside of London, UK, this new
expansion further enhances Leki Tech’s ability to oﬀer repair services on a more global level.
According to Peter Kjeldsen, COO of Leki Group of companies, this expansion is a statement of a
successfully designed concept.
“It is fantastic to see how our service concept has been assisting our clients with a better structure of
their supply chain and how this has lowered their overall for cost for products and services, while at
the same time making it possible to drive down the operational cost with introduction of new
solutions.”
As a 100% privately owned and independent group, Leki pride themselves on being able to oﬀer
personalized services that are uniquely tailored to suit each individual expectation of customers and
partners worldwide.
“This step is a huge progress in continuously enhancing and strengthening our 360 Degree Fleet
Support concept, as it adds further versatility to the services we can oﬀer and how we partner up with
our clients on a strategic basis," Kjeldsen mentions.
Leki Aviation has in the past decade been oﬀering repair services through its sister company, 25+
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Repair Centre. However, according to Kjeldsen, making the repair capabilities an integrated part of
Leki Aviation will add value to their customers and move towards the company vision. “With the vision
of consolidation and stronger implementation of our services, the repair capabilities are now being
brought in under the Leki Aviation umbrella and oﬀered through our new repair facility, Leki Tech, in
both United Kingdom and USA.”
Further to the strengthening of the Leki services, earlier this year the company invested signiﬁcantly
in the expansion into their new facilities in the UK to house these services under the same roof. The
consolidation of the services into the Leki brand has paved the way for their repair facilities to further
expand into the Americas.
“We are now able to leverage from a decade of performing maintenance in the UK, and to expand
these services to cover the entire EMEA and Americas.”
Leki Tech UK is a FAA-, EASA- and TCCA-approved 145 repair facility, and can bring in and work on
products that are C3, C5, C6 and C15 rated, taking in ATA chapters 23, 24, 25, 33, 34, 35, 38 and 45.
The company prides itself on being able to manage all aspects of repair projects, from conception to
end product, through decades of experience and expertise.
“With our ever-growing extensive portfolio, we are working on our vision of oﬀering the best possible
consolidated services and product support to our global customer base," Kjeldsen concludes.
To read and learn more about Leki Tech and the extensive repair service they oﬀer, visit
www.lekitech.com.
Visit www.lekiaviation.com to gain full access to Leki Aviation’s 360 Degree Fleet Support and CoMMS
service concept, where the company oﬀers a personalized service throughout the entire lifecycle of
an aircraft.
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